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Abstract

China has been fast growing over past 30 years. Whether China could keep relatively high speed sustained growth is very important to the whole world. And it is worthwhile to analyze the reason to keep high speed sustained growth. The paper analyzes the total amount situation of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of China as the second world economy entity. As a developing fast growing country, China has its own characteristics and also has big gap to the first world economy entity, the USA. With the rapid development of internet, the paper compares the traditional business model to future business model development. As a part of national strategies of China, internet is becoming one of the most important tools for both business increasing and marketing developing with its users fast growing. The relativity between internet and China economy is analyzed through related model. With internet plus time coming, China economy development will be related to internet tightly in current time and future.
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1. Introduction

In 2010, China surpassed Japan to become the second world economy entity based on total amount of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) [1]. It is a milestone to China. Besides that, the following question appears: could China catch up USA which is the first world economy entity? When and how can China make it happen? With the internet growing rapidly and deeply, could China make good use of it to realize economy mid-high and sustained growth in a long term? We can do some analyses briefly here through several aspects including historical data analysis, GDP total amount growth analysis, influence of internet to business development and industries analysis, etc.
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2. Glance about China Economy in History

In order to understand China economy in history, GDP situation and population percentage in the world could be as important parameters to show easily.

2.1. China GDP Total Amount Percentage Proportion in the World Change Greatly in History

Looking back to China over 2000 years’ history, percentage proportion of GDP total amount in the world changes greatly in different dynasties. Qin Dynasty has no detail data. Han Dynasty was economic center in eastern world. Its GDP total amount percentage proportion could be compared with old Roman Empire. Tang Dynasty created the peak GDP total amount percentage proportion in the world at its time. Song Dynasty created highest GDP total amount percentage 80% proportion in the world. Ming Dynasty GDP total amount percentage proportion began to decrease and re-grew at the beginning of Qing Dynasty then dropped quickly after 1840. With the PRC founded, China GDP total amount percentage proportion in the world resumed gradually and become the second economy entity now [2].

2.2. China Population in History Rank Big Percentage Proportion in the World

China population change in over 2000-year history has its own characteristics. From the century beginning 60 million to 1850 430 million, total number only increased 7 times. Year of year (YOY) growth is only 0.1%. The growth rate is quite low. There are many factors to affect population growth. These factors include natural geography surroundings, agricultural production, war, politic systems and traditional thinking and idioms etc. [3].

Although many factors could affect population growth, China population percentage in history occupies quite big. Except at the ending of Dong Han Dynasty below 10% as bottom, at other time the number is often above 20%. Usually the percentage could occupy 30% roughly.

From the analysis above, China GDP total amount and population percentage proportion in the world in history could be showed in Table 1 [4]. Comparing to the peak time of China history, China has big room to increase on GDP percentage proportion in the world. Or China has big potential on economy development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>GDP percentage in the world</th>
<th>GDP rank</th>
<th>Population percentage in the world</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Han Dynasty</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tang Dynasty</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20% - 30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>22.70%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20% - 30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Song Dynasty(1095)</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20% - 30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ming Dynasty(1500–1600)</td>
<td>25% - 29%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20% - 30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qing Dynasty(1700)</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20% - 30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qing Dynasty(1800)</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20% - 30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qing Dynasty(1870)</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20% - 30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20% - 30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20% - 30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>3.50%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20% - 30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>4.90%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>13.40%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18.80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Does China Has Opportunity to Become First Economy Entity Based on GDP Total Amount Value

According to the official data of China State Statistics Bureau (CSSB), China GDP is roughly 1110 billion USD in 2015. Based on International Monetary Fund (IMF) assumption, USA GDP is roughly 1784 billion USD in 2015. From these data, China and USA GDP could be assumed to calculate the trend development in the coming years.

3.1. The Calculation Model to Compare China and USA GDP Trend Development

To forecast the future economy trend, the model could be described as formula 1 [5].

\[ GDP_n = GDP_B \times (1 + r)^n \]  
(1)

In the formula 1, \( GDP_n \) is future year GDP number; \( GDP_B \) is basic GDP total amount value like 2015 country GDP total amount value; \( r \) is average YOY growth rate of GDP; \( n \) is year number or \( x - 1 \).

If \( GDP_B, r \) and \( n \) could be known, after \( n \) year GDP of a country can be calculated.

3.2. Time Calculation of China GDP Catching up USA GDP

According to formula 1, China GDP growth forecast could be showed as formula 2.

\[ X = \text{ChinaGDP}_{2015} \times (1 + \text{China GDP average YOY growth rate})^n \]  
(2)

In formula 2, \( X \) is GDP value after \( n \) year from 2015; \( \text{ChinaGDP}_{2015} \) is China GDP value of 2015; China GDP average YOY growth rate is future 10 to 15 year China GDP average YOY growth rate assumption; \( n \) is year number.

As same USAGDP growth forecast could be showed as formula 3.

\[ Y = \text{USAGDP}_{2015} \times (1 + \text{USA GDP average YOY growth rate})^m \]  
(3)

In formula 3, \( Y \) is GDP value after \( m \) year from 2015; \( \text{USAGDP}_{2015} \) is USA GDP value of 2015; USA GDP average YOY growth rate is future 10 to 15 year USA GDP average YOY growth rate assumption; \( m \) is year number.

According to CSSB of China official data, the value of formula 2 could be set briefly as below.

\( \text{ChinaGDP}_{2015} \) is 1110 billion USD. Based on Mr. Liu Shijin who is Deputy Director of China State Development Research Center announced assumption data, in coming 10 years China YOY GDP average growth rate is 6.2% [6]. According to data of Nomura announced and assumed, China YOY GDP average growth rate will down to 5% after 10 years and will sustain this middle and high speed in a long time [7]. Thus China GDP average YOY growth rate is 6.2%. Formula 2 could be described as formula 4.

\[ X = 1110 \times (1 + 6.2\%)^n \quad (n \leq 10) \]  
(4)

\[ X = 1110 \times (1 + 5\%)^n \quad (n > 10) \]

\( X \) is China GDP value after \( n \) year; \( n \) is year number.

According to World Bank and American Standard & Poor’s forecast, USA GDP YOY average growth rate in future years is roughly 2.5%. Thus formula 3 could be described as formula 5.

\[ Y = 1784 \times (1 + 2.5\%)^m \]  
(5)

\( Y \) is USA GDP value after \( m \) year; \( m \) is year number.

When China GDP catches up USA GDP in total amount, formula 4 should be equal to formula 5. Or \( X \) is equal to \( Y \) and \( n \) is equal to \( m \). So the formula 4 and formula 5 is equal. Thus \( n \) and \( m \) could be calculated.

\[ n = m = 15. \]

This means China needs another 15 year to catch up USA on GDP from now on. Or in 2030 roughly China
GDP total amount value will catch up and even surpass USA GDP and become first economy entity at about 2584 billion USD.

If YOY worldwide GDP average growth rate is assumed 3%, worldwide GDP will be 12,385 billion in 2030. The total amount value percentage proportion of China GDP will be 20.9% roughly in the world. It will be a reasonable number.

4. Impact of Internet to Traditional Marketing Model in Business and Economy

Through above analysis, China needs to increase 1.5 times GDP total amount value so as to catch up USA and become largest economy entity. In order to realize it, the economy of China needs to grow fast. Concretely speaking, business in China should be increased rapidly. Business growing has tight relationship with marketing. The key point of marketing to business development is making use of the speed of wideness of technique to access customers.

The basic internet structure appeared on 40 years ago, it gave us a business platform. On this platform, people could play game, go shopping, watch TV, make friends and do research etc. With internet, people have to do many reforms [8].

In the past a few years, internet as a new media which reflected very quickly and penetrated strongly leaded to bombed growth on marketing directly. Almost everyone who has Personal Computer (PC) could set up web station and promote brand. The relevant investment is almost zero. The game rule had been totally changed [9]. Now with the mobile phone widely used, mobile internet is developing rapidly.

Internet is becoming a marketing tool at our new time. It has brought us an unimaginable huge reform. In human history progressing, when the communication speed and wideness had tremendous and revolutionary progress, it would lead to a new height of marketing and business development. Internet time has surpassed any times of history. There is nothing like internet speed and wideness which could make us dizzy. And internet can be instant and global [10].

It is because internet almost could touch everyone and everywhere, the daily life of people and future will be affected greatly. Not only to the individual but also to the organization, environment, and family etc internet will bring many things to the human beings very much. Comparing to traditional marketing model, internet affects a lot in business and economy radically.

5. Impact of Internet to General Business Model

With the internet huge and rapid growth today, to some extent, the customers relevant to internet represent business new growth and development. The vendors or business sellers who get advantages on internet business model will win easily in business competition. So internet should be focused on future business.

5.1. General Business Model Pattern

The general business model pattern was described in Instant Leads (Brad Sugars, 2009). It is shown as Figure 1.

The relevant explanation to general business model is showed as below [11].

5.1.1. The Parameters Described in General Business Model

More customers, more revenues and more profits are parameters to measure business commonly in our society today. However, if we analyze from Figure 1 carefully, it is easy to find that these key parameters-customers, revenue and profit do not exist in isolation. These parameters are only results that those factors affect them.

5.1.2. The Factors Influenced to General Business Model Result

Figure 1 has shown some factors effect to us. If we want to get more customers in business, we should increase both business leads and conversion rate. More leads, more potential customers and prospects in business. Conversion rate reflects the capability that we transfer potential business customers to definite purchasing customers. And the final number of customer is decided by both leads and conversion rate.

The revenue amount is relevant to purchasing customers. However, the turnover will be affected by each customer purchasing times in a period like a year and each time purchasing price. So the total revenue will be based on customer number and will be affected by number of transactions and selling price.
To the profit, it is easily understood that will be decided by margin percentage. So we can easily find though business results could be described by customers, revenue and profit, the root factors include leads, conversion rate, number of transactions, average selling price and margin actually.

5.2. Role of Internet in Business Development

Today internet plus has become a part of national strategies in China. Internet user number is growing rapidly. Internet is affecting our business greatly and changing the weight portion in our business. And successful business development will be connected with the sustained influence trend of internet in the future. Here the relevant internet data of China will be analyzed as below.

5.2.1. Fast Growing on Internet Users Leads to More Business Potential and Development

At the end of 2015, global internet users surpassed 3.2 billion. And in China the number touched 668 million as Figure 2 shown [12]-[15]. It is showed that internet is widely used in China. In 2010, China internet penetration rate is 34.3%. In 2015, the number grows to 48.6%. With the fast growing of both internet access and users, it is easily to enlarge leads to various kinds business and strengthening the potential customer base in general business model. Based on it, successful business development could be expected. And it will affect China economy development further.

The E-commerce revenue growth trend displays positive relationship with online shopping people very well as Figure 3 [16]. During 2010 to 2015 period, online shopping people in China grew from 158 million to 413 million. The growth rate is over 150%. However, the E-commerce revenue that they generated was increased from 4500 billion RMB to 16200 RMB. The growth rate is 260%. The data showed internet is tightly related to business development in China. The revenue number is nearly 25% of China GDP number. It is showed that China economy is being influenced by internet plus business.

5.2.2. Internet Also Affects Other Factors of General Business Model

China mobile users’ situation is showed in Figure 4 [17]. In 2015 China mobile users touched 1.3 billion. 0.9 billion of them used mobile internet. This is a great platform for both marketing development and business growth. Because these users could be touched anywhere easily.

With the internet leads base increase, marketing and promotion tools could be implemented. Since marketing tools can be easily and efficiently used through internet, it will be good to the conversion rate improvement in general business model.
Figure 2. China internet user situation. Source: ICT indicators database.

Figure 3. China E-commerce revenue. Source: China State Statistics Bureau Data.

Figure 4. China mobile users situation. Source: China internet association data.
Comparing to traditional selling tools, internet now becomes a simple and comfortable platform to do business and marketing promotion. Product introduction and promotion could be showed perfectly through internet and computer or mobile screen. Customers needn’t arrive at the exchanging site. Depending on computer or mobile network, customers almost could exchange at home, office and everywhere. Since it is very convenient, the number of transactions could be improved easily in general business model. Because of the same reason, with the exchanging and marketing expense decrease, it will also be good to improve average selling price.

With more and more wide usage of internet, whether buyers and sellers could save much relevant cost like physical store, employee and rent for the offices, etc. This definitely could lead to the margin improvement in general business model. So the internet plays a very important part in successful business development.

5.3. Relationship between China GDP Total Amount Growth and Internet Usage

According to the data of China State Statistics Bureau and ICT announced, China GDP total amount and internet users’ number are showed in Figure 5.

With the number of China internet users growing, China GDP total amount is growing. According to the statistics theory and correlation analysis of Karl Pearson, the relationship between China GDP total amount and internet users in China can be analyzed.

The relativity between China GDP total amount and internet users in China can be described as below:

\[
 r = \frac{\sum (x_i - X)(y_i - Y)}{\sqrt{\sum (x_i - X)^2 \sum (y_i - Y)^2}}
\]

\[
 r > 0 \text{ means positive relativity}; \quad r < 0 \text{ means negative relativity}; \quad r = 0 \text{ means 0 relativity.}
\]

\[
 x_i \text{ is China GDP total amount and } i = 1, \cdots, 6; \quad y_i \text{ is number of internet users and } i = 1, \cdots, 6; \quad X \text{ is average China GDP total amount from 2010 to 2015.} \quad Y \text{ is average number of internet users in China from 2010 to 2015.}
\]

Based on formula (6), \( r = \frac{4.023}{12.93} = 0.31 > 0 \)

So China GDP total amount has positive relativity with the number of internet users in China. That means the internet usage can be one of important factors which lead to China GDP total amount growth.

6. Internet plus to China Economy and Business

In internet plus time, many industries have relationship with internet and reform greatly. These changes affect China economy and business very much.

6.1. Early Stage of Internet in China

China economy development was not balanced in past. Although remote cities and countryside business grow
rapidly, the percentage is usually below 30% in whole business in China. But this business weight is relevant to over 500 remote cities and over 90% Chinese population. It is easily found business cost is a big issue to any vendors in business development. So internet displays its advantage on this point. From wideness, speed, convenience and cost etc, internet is very effective and efficient.

B2B and B2C business model having been used in business development for a long time. Then some new business models are developing.

6.1.1. C2C Business Model
C2C means consumer to consumer. Internet can give buying and selling two sides an online platform. The trade can be processed conveniently.

6.1.2. B2M Business Model
B2M means business to manager. B2B, B2C and C2C business model treat customers object as consumers. But the customer object of B2M is enterprise or sales person relevant to products. For example, in China, the traditional internet user number is 140 million. However, to B2M business model, the number is 1400 million or whole Chinese. It is very different from other business model.

6.1.3. B2A Business Model
B2A means business to administrations or business between enterprise and government. Many government purchasing and IFB will use the business model.

6.1.4. C2A Business Model
C2A means consumer to administrations or business between individual and government. For example, individual uses internet to do taxation. It is the initial step to use the business model.

Whether what kind of business model we called in internet, the business currently has touched internet everywhere.

6.2. Internet plus Time to Industries in China
Internet has created a different environment for the marketing and business or economy. Internet has changed the past role of strategy and competition. Undoubtedly, profitability has decreased in different industries by appearance of internet. With current big data, cloud calculation and the combination with internet application, China has contributed four among the World’s Top 10 Internet companies. In addition, the combination of internet and many traditional industries like finance, transportation, and service industries such as food & beverage has enabled smoother communication, better experiences and rating systems for these industries and services [18].

Like internet plus traditional advertisement becoming Baidu, internet plus department store becoming JD and internet plus traditional market being Taobao, the combination of internet with different industries create more business opportunities and contribute much to China economy.

6.2.1. Retail
Through business model like C2C and B2C, the price of goods is very transparent. The cost of information got to end users could be decreased greatly. This leads to the real price range being got to everyone. The information of asymmetry like William Poundstone described in his priceless is difficult to appear in internet plus time [19]. Thus price will be synchronous through combination of online and offline. The product which has outstanding end user experience will take the cake. With big data application, the end user will get personal service.

Similarly WeChat E-commerce could also use this model. In China there are 400 to 500 million WeChat active users monthly [20]. The market is quite big.

6.2.2. Wholesale
Traditional wholesale business is usually limited by region. The resellers need to take the risk every time. With Alibaba B2B model appeared, the risk dropped to the lowest extent. Under the internet plus influence, B2B will be globalized totally. The trust issue in the past will be set up very well with time going. With internet growing to some extent, the resellers will disappear gradually. More and more business is going to change to B2C model.
6.2.3. Manufacturing
The traditional manufacturing is not open. The manufacturer decided what kind of product being made. However, with the internet application, the customers have opportunity to participate in the loop of production. The product could be made as they want. The relevant business model is customer to business (C2B). As Kevin Kelly described in the technium, internet time will create huge strength [21]. The big scale advertisement and production time will be ended. Everyone will be designer, producer and decision maker.

6.2.4. Advertisement
Advertisement has entered accurate delivery time. In China, if anybody searches relevant key word of product on Baidu, Google or Taobao, the relevant product advertisement searched will appear when related alliance network station being entered. The advertisement in internet plus time has characteristics including accurate delivery and big data depended on.

6.2.5. Journalism
The traditional journalism is monopolized. The fact is difficult to release. With internet development, We-Media era is coming. Transparency is the characteristics of it. In China, more and more people of journalism move to We-Media work.

6.2.6. Telecommunication
With internet development, the link among people is very tight. Now people less and less rely on telephone and message. WiFi will be everywhere. People will enter internet of things (IOT) time. Telecom is not only among people but also between people and things, things and people and things and things. Now with light fidelity (Li-Fi) technique becoming mature, the telecommunication will be 100 times upgraded.

6.2.7. Logistics
In China, E-commerce development requires high quality of logistics including capability, responsibility and etc. Process of logistics will be enhanced very much under cruel competition.

6.2.8. Hotel and Tourism
In traditional business model, customers used to be cheated because of information unclear. Based on internet hotel and tourism in China could be evaluated in detail. The benefit of customers could be protected. On the other hand, based on big data analysis of internet, the preference of customers could be judged and served locally. The personal schedule and program could be supplied easily.

6.2.9. Catering
With E-commerce and mobile internet development, O2O is becoming a dominant way. Under this model, marketing and payment could be finished online. The relevant service and experience are offline. This model could be applied in many industries based on internet. In China catering industry, more and more local comments like dianping.com, fanqie.com and Taodiandian.com etc could be executed online. And the vendors could improve their service level by these online comments. Based on internet the competition will lead to good restaurant well known. The restaurants which utilize so called water army to promote will be damaged by several real comments. The catering will be influenced by transparent internet fairly.

6.2.10. Finance
Internet finance is a new kind of model based on payment, cloud calculation, social internet & search engine and APP etc internet tools. It is a kind of inclusive financial system. Comparing to traditional finance, it has many characteristics like strong transparency, high participation, good cooperation, low cost and easy operation etc. Unlike traditional business model displaying that 80% performance come from 20% products, long tail model can be explained to it. Only if both storage and channel are big enough, the pile-up of small & tiny market could compete with main market. In fact long tail model needs two preconditions. One is low cost enough. The other is enough customers. The profit could be made easily because of two factors.

Peer-to-Peerleading (P2P) and Third-Party Payment developed very fast in China. The business is based on big data information processing. And foundation is cloud calculation. However, from the actual experience in
China, the risk is quite high. Some cheating issues often happen. The restructure will happen quickly. Next step more and more high value business like automobile, estate and etc. will link with supply chain P2P tightly.

### 6.2.11. Insurance

In traditional model, there are so many tiers lead to unclear information. The insurance applicant often neglects the risk of product because of over packing. In China, the relationship is more important than product itself. However, with the internet plus era coming, the risk could be cut down. Based on big data, precise advertisement will be delivered.

### 6.2.12. Health care

Internet plus health care industry is a typical O2O model. To a patient, when he or she has disease, the evaluation of relevant doctor could be found and checked online. Through reliability of big data, the diagnosis could be completed on internet. The treatment and medicine could be realized transparently offline. Furthermore, people could do prevention and precaution through online including information sharing. The relevant layer treatments and payments could be handled offline. In future, with IOT development, everyone’s habit, hobby and information will be stored on cloud. Precise judgment could be done by doctor online. This model also could be used to Chinese traditional treatment.

### 6.2.13. Education

Traditional model is an outstanding education model. In internet plus time, education means not only score. It will be full of personality education. Based on various characteristics of people, the relevant layer and class education could be selected and executed.

### 6.2.14. TV, Film and Publishing

TV industry has not been influenced very much in USA. This is because of the high quality of program and the traditional habit. However in China, the situation is totally different because of program quality. Thus people in China are not limited passively. Free selection through internet is possible and ongoing.

Similar situation happens in film and publishing industry. Personal request and high quality products will be the trend. Traditional high quality program including TV and Film maybe exist like some famous paper works. Low quality products and vendors cannot survive in the completion.

With the high technique development worldwide, the high technique products appear very fast. Especially in individual products aspect, new type with high feature, high speed and easy used products like mobile, TV and etc are changing our life and business very much. Through mobile, people could select and order customizing product and consume. In order to satisfy customer need, vendor will change process, culture, organization even human structure.

Like long tail model, the needs of tail part will be satisfied in TV, Film and Publishing etc relevant industries. For example, with high technique development, the CPU capability after 30 years will be 1 million times now. So the development and progress of high technique will lead to the quick growth of internet plus many industries bundled C2B model. And with a mobile, people could enjoy many entertainments like game, TV, chat, watching, reading, education and etc. Just like LeTV describing, intelligent industry chain with platform, content, terminal and application feature will be pursued and realized [22].

In the end, to those monopoly industries, with internet development information will not be filtered gradually. All ice mountains will appear because of internet. The country, nation and religion could be neglected in front of information based on internet.

### 6.3. Impact of Internet to Successful Business and Economy Development

The fact is that internet penetration grows very fast now especially with mobile internet application. In 2015, China internet video users hit 461 million. 354 million of them were mobile customers. 25.6% of mobile video users are below 20 years old [23]. Some data could support the situation in China as below.

#### 6.3.1. Internet Business Development Has Great Potential

From Figure 3 above, the E-commerce revenue in 2015 is roughly 16,200 billion RMB. This is a very huge market. And the over 20% year of year growth rate will attract many enterprises. For example, Alibaba which is
the biggest internet company in China. When Alibaba went to IPO in New York on September 19, 2014, on same day Alibaba ranked No. 2 largest internet company [24]. On November 11, 2015 1688.com revenue is nearly 14 billion USD. These data display that the internet will deeply influence us whether in daily life or business development in future.

6.3.2. Leads and Potential Customer Management
Customer relationship management or CRM is widely used in business management. In general business model, we can use 1 to 1 management method and try our best to meet customer need [25]. However, with huge number of customers and different needs at internet plus time, it is really a problem we need to solve. Recently the CRM solution based on sales cloud of salesforce.com had made great progress in this area. Over 100,000 enterprises select this CRM solution to manage their customers and business development.

6.3.3. To Improve Business Management through Internet
In general business model, MBO or management by objective method is often used. When setting up business objective, SMART method is often used. The objective is specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and time setting [26]. But based on the characteristics of internet, business management whatever selling process, marketing, product, SCM and service etc should be improved. Now with the Cloud technology application, more and more vendors and business partners use the relevant solution from like IBM which is cloud platform customers service solution supplier to analyze customers’ activities and intents in digital. For example, through internet data, the customer habit and intent could be recognized and analyzed. Through internet, the relevant ads and marketing tools could be displayed to special customer. And the willing to purchase could be improved through this kind of special information delivered. Thus the customers could be served more efficiently and effectively. It will lead to better business result directly.

6.3.4. Great Relevant Business Opportunities
According to the data of China, current China E-commerce yearly revenue is roughly 16,200 billion RMB. If 1% service charge could be executed, only this business will be 162 billion RMB or nearly 25 billion dollars yearly not alone other business. So it is a big and with fast growing potential market. From June 1st 2015, China government opened Unipay relevant business. This will improve E-commerce development in China.

In China, internet retail business was quite small with revenue often 100-dollar below in past. But now many big amount commodities like cars, house and etc. is starting to exchange through internet. The successful business development through internet will have big potential in China indeed.

6.4. Other Relevant to Internet plus

6.4.1. Cost is Key Point of Internet plus Related Industries
In the mobile internet era, new customers, new market and new value could be created through internet plus new channels, new ways and new applications. However, the relevant management key point is cost. Free is only one marketing way in a short time. For a long term, free would be an issue to any vendors.

6.4.2. Internet plus is Not Everything
Internet has many advantages including good interface, near customers need, fast upgrade speed, precise marketing, quick response to customer, low cost, online service and etc. However, internet could not replace product innovation, technique research and development, product production and supply chain management etc. Internet finance also could not change the core issue risk control [27]. So internet is not everything. Internet is only one of tools to improve marketing, business and economy.

7. Summary

7.1. Limitations of the Research
Considering large population of China, GDP per capita is backward in the world. In the paper, only GDP total amount not per capita growth is taken. Hence, the findings of the impact of internet plus on per capita growth may not be the same. Currently only China GDP total amount with the influence of internet plus is touched and discussed.
7.2. Conclusions

In conclusion, internet is changing a lot to the world. The most valuable point of internet is not that internet creates a lot of new things. The key point is through internet people could dig again to all current industries. Based on the transparent information shared and the big data integrated, the relevant resources could be utilized to the maximum extent. With relatively high speed growth rate to China economy today, internet gives people a wide, efficient and productive platform in both business and daily life.

Though China Per Capita GDP is not high, with big population and relatively high sustained YOY growth rate on economy China GDP total amount value will increase very quickly. To many aspects of economy, the development of business will be relevant to internet plus. Internet plus time will play very important part in successful China economy development. With internet plus time development and it being a part of sustained national strategy, China will be the first economy entity in near future.
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